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Editorial
At the time of going to print there have been
two championship trials since the KCC’s; North
East Counties and ICENI. Congratulations have
to go to Tony Lockyer with WT Ch DOUBLE
TOP AT HARTSHILL for winning the TD ticket at both. That’s a very admirable ‘three in a
row’ including the KCC’s. Mind you a little bird
told me that he’s got no chance of winning at
Leamington -he’s judging! Well done Tony and
good luck at next year’s KCC’s.
As usual WTM will print the working trials
calendar for the year in January and we urge
any trial secretaries that have not yet done so
to please let us have details ASAP for inclusion.
Remember many people plan their competition
year based on this calendar.
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This year we have been treated to some interesting and thought evoking articles from Adam
Beral who is currently working towards his
Master’s Degree in Animal Behaviour at Lincoln University. Thank you Adam for taking
time from your hectic schedule to write these
articles. They are much appreciated. If you want
to learn more about Adam visit his website at
http://www.rutlanddogtraining.co.uk

SATS CH
BAGSDS CH
WKC OP
Wessex WTC CH
Surrey DTS CH
NECWTS OP
ASPADS CH
Midlands Border Collie Club OP
Welsh Kennel Club OP
Hampshire WTS CH
Scottish WTS CH

WTM is always keen to bring relevant knowledge, thoughts and ideas to the fore and would
love to hear from anyone who has anything that
could be of interest to our readers. It may be
regarding dog health, alternative therapies, or
dog training, or anything else that you think we
should know about. Please contact us and tell
us.
It is that time of year again already and everyone here at WTM would like to wish all our
readers a very Merry Christmas.
Anne Bussey
Asst.Editior

Cover photo’s by Judy Meekings and Diane Turner
KCC’s Photo’s by Judy Meekings and Sandra
Lewindon

The opinions expressed within this magazine are not necessarily those of the Editorial staff. Written permission must be
obtained for any item to be reproduced
whether in newsletters or on the Internet.
©
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to be with throughout the weekend. The
camaraderie was really lovely, especially
during our incarceration during the lockout (although our prison warder Christine was a bit of a disciplinarian!!). The
weekend was such a huge success due to
the superb organisation by the whole Surrey clan especially - but not only - Stan,
Christine and Dorothy. Thanks to all the
tracklayers, stewards, watchers, escorts
and support team - you were outstanding.
To Mick Tustain, thanks so much for judging us worthy of the win, you laid on a fantastic round that was a true test worthy of
the Championships. All the helpers were
superb and a credit to PD and your part in
the success was enormous. Get well soon,
Steve, and don’t think Rita will let you get
out of the washing up!
Can I also wish Annie Thorpe’s Izzie and
Jeff Poole’s Boss long and happy retire-

Readers Letters
THANK YOU
Thank you everyone who has been in
contact either by card, email, text or
telephone with both good luck before,
and congratulations after, our win at the
KCCs, the response has been overwhelming
I thoroughly enjoyed my weekend at Surrey and it is great to know that Gyp and I
have so many friends.
Tony Lockyer.
May I, through WTM, thank everyone
for all the cards, texts, e-mails and carrier
pigeon messages we have received after
our win at the KCC’s. The response has
been overwhelming, not least from my
fellow competitors, who were a pleasure

DON’T FORGET . . . . ENTRIES CLOSING
December
20th
20th
22nd
29th
29th

Avon WTTS
OP
(Keevil Wilts, 21st to 23rd January 2011)
LEAMINGTON DOG TRAINING CLUB OP
(Pailton, 20th – 23rd January 2011)
MIDLANDS BORDER COLLIE CLUB CH
(Melton Mowbray, 24th – 30th January 2011)
THE WELSH KENNEL CLUB
CH
(Laleston, Bridgend, 2nd to 6th February 2011)
ASPADS
CH
(Oxford, ends 13th February 2011)

UD
TD WD UD CD
TD WD CD
TD UD CD Intro
TD UD CD

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THESE DATES
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ments - you have both been fantastic ambassadors for this incredible sport of ours.
Many thanks again.
GARY MARTIN

“Filleted Earwig” vice-chairman tracklayer
was a bit light on his feet, in spite of
making sure he ate his three puddings the
night before.
We’ve got two caravan sites where there is
always someone willing to give you a lift to
the pub, as the area has lots of exceedingly
good pubs, ranging from the sublime to the
ridiculous.
We have no in-fighting, with a Chairman
and Trials Manager who take everything in
their stride from shifting snow (Ooops! that
was just the bad year when EVERYONE
had it) to going for toilet rolls!!!
We even have a new TD judge to entice
you this February, which is our president,
Jenny Holt, because we know she will
give everyone a fair chance, is economical
to run, doesn’t eat a lot and won’t ask the
treasurer for much!!
Results table is efficient, with scores on the
door (window ledge actually) so you know
what is going on, everyone seems to have
a good laugh, base room is warm, food is
good and cheap, Brenda makes sure the
daily papers are there, and even if the world
has come to an end there will be chocolates
on winners’ night.
PLEASE come - or tell us why not.

SHERINGEM MAC
Congratulations and good luck to Ken and
Mac in TD Ticket. It has taken only 8 1/2
months for him to qualify to work ticket.
Mac is the first of the three Sheringem pups
to reach such heights hopefully the other
two will soon be joining him. Well done
Ken we are very proud of you both.
Paul and Elaine
JUST GIVE US A GOOD REASON
WHY ???????
We are trying - yes, I know you think we
are very trying!! - to find out why you
don’t come to TD at the North West? When
judging by the entries you seem to go
everywhere else!
Now – is it that invisible line just above
Watford Gap? Would you like us to give
you directions from the M1? As we are
close to the M6 we always do it from there.
Is it because it’s winter? And judging by
the phone calls you all expect snow, but as
we are near to Manchester it’s got to be rain
- but if you are a dog person you cannot be
allergic to that!
Honest, it’s all on flat grass - and if you
talk to us nicely we’ll even ensure the
moles stay close to the hedge! Gill and
Jackie will escort you to your tracks so
there is no chance of getting lost - we
think this important as virtually everyone
can remember getting lost looking for
their track, arriving hot and bothered, and
that’s BEFORE the dog doesn’t leave the
pole. One year we even invited the best
tracklayer Tom and team (wife Jan!) in the
country, because it had been said that our

PAM WADSWORTH

Club Focus
Essex 2000 AGM
The Essex Working Trials Society AGM
will take place in February, further details
of Date, Time & Venue will be announced
in the January edition of the WTM.
Essex 2000 Committee.
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handler with the Parks Police and living
nearby in Epsom.
The trials base was The Ramada Hotel,
just ten minutes from the M25. As well
as accommodating competitors, judges,
helpers, and spectators the hotel served as
an excellent base, offering the opportunity
to visit this delightful part of Southern
England, with access to walks through the
surrounding wooded areas of the Surrey
Hills - at this time of the year with leaves
beginning to fall it was a sight to behold.
Holding the Championships in this part of
the country had been a challenge for the
Society, for this must be one of the most
expensive counties to stage such an event
in. As a former resident of this village
27 years ago, I have seen it develop from
a stockbroker belt to a home for Chelsea
footballers (they have a training ground
nearby). Not that I was a stockbroker just the Police Officer looking after them!
The Society is indebted to the financial
assistance given by its main sponsor Arden
Grange - both Wendy Stephens and her late
husband Graham were former officers of
this Working Trials Society - and also to
the many others who had given up their
time as well as raising funds to ensure that
this competition went off as smoothly as it
did. This event could not have taken place
without the generous assistance given by
local landowners, farm and polo park staff.
On the final day the Control and Agility
and the Patrol Dog Stake was held in the
large field that adjoins the hotel - indeed
the resident polo ponies witnessed the start
of the proceedings - no doubt wondering
what this dog sport was all about and where
was the ball!
On the Saturday evening the presentation
dinner took place at the Ramada Hotel. My
thanks to all concerned for ensuring that a
most enjoyable weekend was had by all.
I will leave the results and comments to the

KENNEL CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS
run by
SURREY DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
14 – 16 October 2010
East Horsley
TRIALS MANAGER’S REPORT
An excellent weekend witnessing the years
leading dogs and handlers greeted those
present for the 2010 Kennel Club Working
Trial Championships, held on 14th to
16th October 2010, hosted by Surrey Dog
Training Society at East Horsley, Surrey.
The nosework for the Tracking Dog Stake
was in previously sheep grazed grass
fields high up on the chalk downland. The
Patrol Dog Stake nosework was held lower
down, in fields of grass and clover that had
recently been silaged. The recent good
weather ensured that conditions underfoot
were ideal for good nosework.
Working Trials offers far too many
obstacles to be classed as a spectator
sport, not to mention moving spectators
on a further ten acres after each track, but
a good following was present, no doubt
encouraged by the excellent weather with
just a few light showers throughout the
weekend. It was most pleasing to see
Kennel Club Chairman, Ronnie Irving,
his Vice Chairman, Mike Townsend, and
former Vice Chairman, Bill Hardaway,
present. Bill no doubt was being called
upon by them for his expertise that he has
gained over the years in this sport.
The judge for the Tracking Dog Stake was
Lorna Cottier - an experienced trialist and
serving Police Dog handler from Scotland.
The judge for the Patrol Dog Stake was
Mick Tustain - again an experienced
trialist, and also a serving Police Dog
6

Judges.

going and as far as I am aware, there were
no hiccups for us at all.
Thanks to Len and Mark, who not only laid
the tracks at the trial but also several times
before the trial, ensuring the tracks were
laid exactly as was on the pattern and thus
giving each competitor the best possible
chance.
Thanks to Sheila for agreeing to put
up with me for the duration of the trial,
for stewarding throughout so well and
especially for setting the control round up
when we were surrounded by polo ponies
who thought they knew better as to where
to put the poles.
My thanks to Sue, Caroline, Beryl, Liz,
Mary, Judith and Robert for all their
work; without them we would have been
worrying about losing folk or losing land.
Your assistance was much appreciated.
Finally to the competitors - what a great
bunch of folk; we saw lots of lovely work
by the teams. We did think of Jeny who so
sadly had lost Kash prior to the competition;
I think it made everyone realise how lucky
they were just to be taking their dog home
at the end of the day.
The tracking was on grass, ranging from
short to lush; at the end of the day it was
the luck of the draw as to which you had.
All fields were clean, with local wildlife
causing very few problems, and weather
conditions were ideal. The track was long
and the articles all good holding scent ones;
pieces about 1” x 2” of underlay, carpet
and wellie. All but two dogs completed the
track and all articles were found.

STAN FORD
Working Trial Manager Sdts, Chairman Kc Activities Sub Committee, General Committee Member.

TRACKING DOG STAKE
Judge: LORNA COTTIER
Tracklayers: Len Newman and Mark
Lewindon
Search and C/A Steward: Sheila Tannert
Escorts: Sue Henderson (mobile), Caroline Ashford (foot), Beryl Kimberley
(spectators)
Track Watchers: Liz de Unger, Mary
Prentice, Judith Owen and Robert Willatts
Thank you to the Kennel Club for the
invitation to judge the TD Stake. It has
been a total privilege.
Many thanks and congratulations to Stan
Ford, Christine Brooks and everyone at
Surrey DTS for organising and running an
extremely efficient, friendly and thoroughly
enjoyable KCC’s - you did a brilliant job.
Before and during the event I was so well
looked after that it helped the nerves stay
away and I was able to enjoy the occasion.
The hotel was super, staff very friendly and
food very good. We also enjoyed a quiz
on the Friday night, where the really rather
outstanding “Team with No Name” won
(thanks to Eddie Webb – we couldn’t have
done it without you!).
So much hard work had obviously been put
into the organisation as everything ran very
smoothly - competitors were individually
escorted; spectators knew where they were
7

the scale and the test thus completed.
Out of the 12 nosework qualifying dogs, 8
went on to gain a very worthy TDEx.
1st and CC

Tony
Lockyer
and
WTCh DOUBLE TOP AT HARTSHILL,

The search contained cable, small plastic
top, a metal bullet and a fabric dog lead
with “KCC’s TD Stake 2010” embroidered
on it, which the competitors kept at the end
of the trial. Dogs either loved the lead and
had great fun with the retrieve or took one
look at it and ignored it. The best search
was done by Ann Bedford and Abi.
After the nosework, we had three teams
on 3 and 4, Tony, Pat Parkinson and Pat
Herbert.
For the control round, we started with
normal pace heelwork to the clear jump,
then slow pace through a square of poles,
after which the dog was left in the square
by the handler who then walked away
20 paces. On their about turn to face the
dog, they commanded “speak” and walked
towards the dog. Following this it was fast
pace to the long jump, after which it was
more fast pace to the sendaway start pole.
The sendaway was 120 paces up the middle
of the field to a pole with a flag then a left
redirect 170 paces towards a small wood,
at which there was another pole with a
flag. The grass in the field was of varying
lengths and there were no real boundaries
meaning the dogs did struggle somewhat
with it.
Then it was normal pace heelwork back to

WSD, D. A super track in a more difficult
field; it was so relaxing just watching
this team work. Very little to fault, all
carried out in a consistent lovely positive
manner. Many congratulations on winning
for the second year in a row - a brilliant
achievement for you and Gyp and well
deserved. Track - 96/100 and 30/30,
Search 33/35, C/A - 30.5/35 and 19.5/20:
Total - 209/220
2nd and Reserve CC

Pat Parkinson
and WTCh CARISHILL HYACINTH,

Golden Retriever, B. Full of enthusiasm,
Poppy raced round the track with great
precision giving her the best track mark.
The enthusiasm got the better of her in the
8

search; what fun she had with the articles!
Kept it together nicely in the control for a
well deserved reserve ticket. Track - 98 and
30, Search 29, C/A - 27.5 and 19.5: Total
- 204

4th
Jane Webb and WTCh INSTINCTIVELY PIPPA,

3rd
Susanne Jaffa and ObCh AMBERSLADE BUCKANEER,

WSD, B. Super track and oh for that lead
in the search square! The best sendaway in
a super control round, all done with great
style, well done to you both. Track - 95.5
and 30, Search 25, C/A - 31.5 and 15: Total
- 197
Also qualifying TDEx:
Julie Atkins and WTCh OUR DUG, BC,
D. Persevered on the track, which was in
a very undulating field, going in and out
of small treesm and must have been very
difficult to figure out. Very good control
round; always a consistently good team
that’s so enjoyable to watch. Track - 84.5
and 30, Search 27.5, C/A - 31 and 20: Total
- 192.5
Nick Williams and SUNSHINE ANTIC,
WSD, B. Good steady track, lost a few
marks for Antic grazing whilst working it.
Great recovery in the sendaway with the
best redirect of the day. Very well done.
Track - 86 and 30, Search 25, C/A - 28.5
and 19: Total - 188.5
Gary Haim and WTCh WAGGERLAND
DILEMMA, WSD, D. A super dog this,
a great tribute to his dad Rob. Calmly
handled by Gary, though nerves got a bit in
the way at the search square, but together
they performed well throughout the test to
ensure a worthy qualification. Track - 87

Australian Shepherd, D. A very good track
on the sloping hill, Susanne did well to stay
on her feet. The best C/A round with a very
good sendaway, despite the deer wanting to
join in the redirect. Very well done. Track
- 90 and 30, Search 26, C/A - 32 and 20:
Total - 198
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and 30, Search 25, C/A - 26 and 20: Total
- 188
Diana Collie and Ir WTCh COLLIEWOOD
BROWN EYES BLUE, WSD, B. Great
track - after the nerves settled at the start
they hardly put a foot wrong. Crystal
did love that lead! A very stylish team
throughout, well done. Track - 93 and 30,
Search 22, C/A - 27 and 15: Total - 187
Finally my thanks to both the Kennel Club
and Surrey DTS for the lovely presents I
took home with me.

The 12-leg track was on grass, with a set
of keys on the 6th leg and a plastic tube as
the end article. The search square articles
were a metal tent-peg, a champagne cork,
3’’ square of cloth, and a small plastic bag.
All the dogs did well on the nosework.
The speak and steadiness to gunshot were
tested after the search square, with the
handlers leaving their dogs in the centre of
the square and standing behind myself and
my steward with their backs to the dogs.
We started the C/A with the stays, which
were held on a grassy area behind the car
park.
After the stays, everything was a lock-out.
Heelwork was past spectators and through
a group of helpers, leading to fast pace past
the jumps. The sendaway was to a marker
in the centre of the field, with a left redirect.
The PD test was a ‘lock-out’, meaning
that none of the handlers knew in advance
what was about to happen. There was no
scenario; handlers were instructed through
the tests by the steward. The round started
with the quarter, taking in a gazebo and 4
hides over a large area. I was looking for
dogs that were committed to finding the
hidden person, not just doing sendaways -

PATROL DOG STAKE
Judge: MICK TUSTAIN
Tracklayers: Val Upton, Tess Shoolbred
Steward: Lauren Marlow
PD Helpers: Dave Clark, Andy Wooster,
Steve Banfather, Rita Banfather, Allyson
Tohme, Paul Morling, Craig Ogilvie,
Mark Lewindon.
I would like to thank the Kennel Club for
inviting me to judge, Stan Ford and the
members of Surrey DTS for their hard work
in organising the event, and the friends who
helped on the day and in practicing the PD
round beforehand. Thank you to all those
listed above.
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two innocent people were in the last hide.
After questioning these people, the handler
sent the dog towards the gazebo to find
two more people who were then part of the
search, escort, and defence of handler.
The recall was set next; the handlers were
not told that they would be recalling their
dogs before they sent them, and then came
the long chase. Both tests required a long
challenge to the helper, while the dog
remained under control. I was looking for
dogs that chased with commitment.
Lastly came the test of courage: a screaming
woman broke away from a helper who fired
a gun in the gazebo entrance; the dog was
sent into the gazebo, where empty boxes
were pushed over and kicked towards the
dog by two more helpers.
What I hoped to see were dogs that worked
with determination and enthusiasm, but
under control. All dogs qualified the
nosework, but unfortunately after the
control and PD rounds there were no
qualifiers overall.
1st

ROY,

Andy Baker with WTCh SID
THE LEMON SQUEEZER,

2nd

Collie, D. Very good work all round, but
the test of courage proved too much for this
young dog.
Dave Marchant with
WAGGERLAND MURPHY,

3rd

WTCh

Gary Martin with WTCh TYTRI

Collie, D. Qualified on nosework and control, but again the test of courage was too
much on this occasion.

Collie, D. Congratulations on winning the
KCC’s. Roy was the best PD dog on the
day, a very good round by this courageous
collie.
11

4th
Wendy Beasley with WTCh GLENALPINE PHOEBE OF STARDELL,

Book Review
by Anne Bussey

Collie, B. Excellent control and agility
round, again mainly the test of courage was
the stumbling block.
5th
Jeff Poole with WTCh LATCHETS BOSS,

SHEEPDOG TRAINING AND TRIALS
A Complete Guide For Border Collie
Handlers And Enthusiasts
By
Nij Vyas
At first glance this book is beautiful and
would attract the interest of all Border Collie
owners, it is filled with beautiful colour
photos of Border Collies and sheep. There
is a foreword by the Duke of Devonshire,
Chatsworth, who commends the book with
‘great enthusiasm for anyone who is the
slightest bit interested in sheepdog trials’
and describes it as a ‘compelling read’.
Indeed the personal glimpses of Vyas
and his own dogs, with whom the reader
becomes familiar through appealing
photographs, anecdotes and comparisons

GSD, D. Boss always enjoys his work,
and this competition was no exception.
I would like to thank the competitors the best PD handlers in the country - for
being good sportspeople, for participating
wholeheartedly in all the tests, and
accepting my decisions.
As you may know, Steve Banfather fell and
broke his collar-bone while acting as chase
helper. We all wish him a speedy recovery.
12

of different aspects of the dogs’ characters
and traits, makes this an attractive read.

the box and straight onto the course!
It is not often that one comes across a dog
training book that is both pleasurable to
read and contains some novel dog training
ideas but this book achieves just that.
Definitely one for your Christmas wish list.
The Crowood Press
Nij Vyas 2010

Flicking through the pages I quickly
realised that this is a modern dog training
book that has a lot to offer to any dog
trainer, whether or not they intend working
the dog on sheep. Vyas is an advocate
of ‘kinder, gentler methods, using food
to shape behaviour, rewarding positive
behaviour and ignoring bad behaviour.’
He says that Karen Pryor had a profound
influence on him and includes little blue
boxes containing several thought evoking
quotes from Mahatma Ghandi as well as
tips throughout the text. He believes there
is no room for violence in dog training, but
uses ‘pressure on, pressure off’ techniques,
drawn from Monty Roberts’ work with
horses to train the dog and also to ensure
sheep are not subjected to stress or injury
during the dogs’ early training.
The first half of the book contains chapters
on breeding, early training, the dominance
debate, ‘passive – resistance theory’, how
dogs think, the importance of scent to dogs,
general obedience and the ‘pressure on,
pressure off’ technique before going on in
the later half, to early training with sheep.
The book then covers advanced training
for (sheepdog) trials and farmwork and a
separate chapter on sheepdog trials, which
apparently (just like working trials) has a
long list of unwritten rules with which the
novice handler should familiarise himself
before entering! Sound familiar?
There are interesting tips on how to teach
the dog to “listen” and to keep attention as
well as how to gain respect before entering
a pen of sheep.
This is a comprehensive book including
advice about health and fitness and he
mentions the need to warm up dogs before
working them referring to horses and how
one would not take a show jumper out of

The Electric Collar Debate
by Adam Beral
I bought a box of toothpicks recently. On
the label was a list of instructions which
– as a Douglas Adams fan – made me
laugh, but then it got me thinking. It is
impossible in this day and age to purchase
any product without also receiving strict
instructions and safety warnings as well
as a variety of other information. There is
only one exception I can think of. Go into
any pet store and pick up a check chain
and look closely – you will see little more
than the manufacturers name and a price.
Something as incongruous as a piece of
chain link metal doesn’t need instructions
or safety warnings apparently.
On the same day, I read Gary Martin’s
letter in the September issue of WTM
about electric collars. Nobody could argue
that this is, at best, a piece of equipment for
use by a dog training professional alone.
So why is it that anyone, regardless of their
age, experience or motives, can have one
delivered to their door with no training on
how to use them correctly? I would never
dream of using a heart defibrillator without
training, and there isn’t much difference in
my mind.
Are electric collars just another tool in
a dog trainer’s arsenal, to be used as and
13

when necessary, or should they be banned,
or perhaps only be leased out to licensed,
trained individuals? Should electric collars
remain on sale at all; or is there no feasible
situation when they are needed? Personally,
although I started my dog training career
using what are now termed traditional
techniques, I even then steered away from
using electric collars. They just don’t sit
well with my conscience. However, I have
decided to put emotion aside and look at
the issue as objectively as possible.

although arguably not from a welfare point
of view.
Another significant problem is that
punishment is fast acting, but not selective.
It takes a professional degree of timing
to ensure that punishment is linked to
the correct behaviour. The potential for
unintentional misuse is therefore immense,
as is the potential for abuse by more
immoral individuals. I learnt early on to
respect that old adage ‘do not train when
you are in a bad mood’. This becomes
more extreme when an electric collar is
involved.

Electric collars work by using pain
as a positive punisher to eradicate a
problem behaviour. For punishment to be
successful, it needs to be timely and of
such a level as to elicit a fear response in
the dog. It must also be applied each time
the problem behaviour occurs, so that any
reward received when the behaviour goes
unchallenged is removed.

The animal welfare issues cannot be
ignored. I will try not to be too emotive
here – but administering an electric shock
is not pleasant to any animal. I will avoid
using the word ‘cruel’, but anything that
can cause lesions on the neck of dogs needs
to be questioned. It has been shown that
dogs subjected to shocks from an electric
collar have increased levels of the stress
hormone, cortisol. Dogs who are stressed
do not learn. Long term, dogs who have
become fearful or anxious are not reliable.
Notably, the few studies that have been
done show that fear and stress responses
are markedly higher in dogs treated with
electric collars when compared to other
traditional methods such as check chains,
prong collars or physical punishment.

In the case of the electric collar, there is the
danger that the dog will learn not to display
the problem behaviour only when wearing
the collar. The solution to this has always
been to utilise a ‘dummy’ collar, but this
is completely counter productive. The dog
simply learns that sometimes when he is
wearing a collar he doesn’t get a shock,
resulting in the clever dog may risk a shock
to ‘test’ the collar.
Looking at the instructions that come with
one particular electric collar, I am very
worried about their author’s credentials. It
is suggested that the optimum level of shock
needed by a dog is found by starting with a
low intensity and increasing gradually until
the correct level is found. Learning theory
states that this method is not effective,
as the dog will in fact habituate to the
stimulus. The correct approach would be
to start with a high level of punishment,

The arguments supporting electric
collars cannot be ignored in an objective
discussion. The first is that there are certain
situations where the time it would take to
follow a different training route would put
the dog or owners at risk and that a ‘quick
fix’ is needed. Often cases of aggression
or livestock worrying are quoted where
the only alternative option would be
euthanasia. The second argument relies
14

on the experiential evidence that using
shock collars is successful (if only as a last
resort when other techniques have been
exhausted). Further, the punishment can
be administered from a distance and at a
higher (and therefore more effective) level
than other punitive tools.

their handlers. One thing lots of studies
agree on is that training using punishment
will lead to an increase in displays of
aggression.
There are many more issues that need to be
discussed than there is room in this article.
For example, if you are presented with a
pet owner who has a dangerous dog but
can’t be bothered to put in the hard work, is
it kinder overall to eradicate the behaviour
with a quick, properly delivered course
with an electric collar than to let them go
away with a clicker that they won’t use and
end up being bitten, or dumping the dog
somewhere?

Check chains bring with them similar
arguments, but should really be kept
separate. Check chains (and prong collars,
for that matter) work by using negative
reinforcement, that is the aversive stimulus
is presented and only stops when the dog
displays the desired behaviour. The big
problem is, without correct training, how
are people supposed to know that? Most
check chains I see a firmly attached to the
neck of a straining dog, with an owner
some way behind on a mobile phone.

From a purely emotional viewpoint, I
would happily see electric and prong
collars banned in their entirety. But my
scientific integrity makes me pause and say
that further scientific research is necessary.
Admittedly, modern techniques are not a
‘quick fix’ and can take significantly longer
to see results. But the results will be better
and more reliable because you will finish
with a dog that understands what it is
expected to do and is comfortable in doing
so. What worries me most of all is that
the true reason many people use positive
punishment in dog training is due to a lack
of patience. It is easier to get quick, visible
results by using harsh punishment. In my
opinion, if patience is an issue for a dog
trainer, then they should hang up their lead
right away and look for a different career.

One of the major problems underlying
this whole debate is that there is a lack of
scientific investigation into the use of these
tools. Staying objective – I cannot accept
the argument that ‘shock collars are cruel’
any more easily than I can the argument that
‘shock collars don’t hurt dogs’. Without
scientific evidence to back them up, both
arguments are opinion alone.
Of that evidence, some studies suggest that
non-aversive training gets better results,
whereas others report that aversive training
gets perfectly valid results. Often, where
studies have been done, the sample size
is so small that the results are irrelevant,
or else the methods used leave many gaps
to be questioned. Of the few good studies
out there, the results are worrying. A study
from 2004 compared dogs trained using
electric collars against those who had not.
Even without wearing any collars, the
‘shocked’ dogs showed increased signs of
stress, more worryingly still, directed at

There may be no immediate answers, but
ethically I believe it is our obligation to
use the least aversive means necessary
to get the desired results. Perhaps the
problem is not that an electric collar can be
bought with no qualifications and with no
instructions or safety information, but that
a dog can be.
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TRIAL REPORTS
SATS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

mark but unfortunately not quite enough in
the nosework section nor the agility.
4th
STONECROSS TOMMY, WSD,
handled by John Reynolds, 76, NQ. Good
nosework and agility but unfortunately not
quite enough on the control.
5th
TADMARTON DARK REMY,
Lab, handled by Carole Brooke, 74.5, NQ.
Very busy in the square but somehow only
managed to recover 2 articles. Missed out
on control by 0.5 with no sit stay. Good
jumps.

10 – 13 March 2010
STAKE: CD
Judge: MANDA McLELLAN
Steward: Gennie Chapman
Thanks to SATS for the judging appointment, to Frances Webb, the Trials Manager,
for all her hard work, and to Gennie for her
company and stewarding. Frances gave us
2 lush grass fields to work in, which gave
the dogs a good chance to work well. Gennie laid all the squares identically and competently stewarded the C/A rounds, upping
the volume as necessary!
There were 6 entries, 5 ran and 2 qualified.
Search articles were leather, hose and a
piece of Mapei waterproof tape 4” x 1”. No
dog had difficulty with any article.

Hopefully by now the 3 dogs that didn’t
qualify here have qualified elsewhere and
all of the dogs have gone on to greater
things! Best of luck everyone; I enjoyed
judging you all and hope you enjoyed the
round.

* * * * * *
BAGSDS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

JUST FRANKIE AT TRENTVALLEY, WSD, handled by Margaret Robinson, 88.5, Q. Excellent nosework and
good control with full point agility. The
only blip was the sit stay. A stunning dog
destined for the top in Margaret’s capable
hands. Well done.
2nd
CWMTAWE BLACK MAGIC,
Lab, handled by Barbara Ottley, 86.5, Q.
This dog demonstrated great nosework,
full point stays and agility. The only weakness was in the heelwork. Overall a very
good all round performance. Well done.
3rd
GEFNI DARE TO DREAM,
GSD, handled by Jill Blinch, 76.5. NQ.
Excellent control round, only losing 1
1st

10 April 2010
Flintham
STAKE: CD
Judge: LINDA NEWBOLD
Steward: Pat Herbert
Thank you to the BAGSDS committee for
the invitation to judge the CD Stake. A big
thank you to Sheila for looking after me so
well and ensuring that everything, before
and during the trial ran so smoothly; but
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most of us know that without the fantastic
team of helpers this would not be possible,
so thank you to David Waite for all his assistance, to Jan for running the base and
keeping the competitors flowing, to Jacqui
for keeping us well fed and to all the tracklayers, stewards and helpers, in what ever
capacity - you are all very much appreciated. Thank you to the farmers for the use
of their land.
Thank you, Pat, for stewarding and being
such great company and putting all the
competitors at their ease, and putting up
with me walking in all the wrong places!
Thank you to the competitors for entering
and allowing me the pleasure of seeing
your dogs work.
We had a great venue this year for the CD
stake, a lovely level, clean field with plenty
of space.

day.
Andrea Clarke and ORLISCWT BOBBIN
ALONG, 83.5.
Jenny Henton and BLACKBERRY FEN,
81.
Qualifying CD:
Janette Davis and ANNACOURT ANJA,
77

* * * * * *
Welsh Kennel Club
OPEN TRIAL

June 2010
Mid Wales
STAKE: CD

Margaret Robinson and JUST
FRANKIE AT TRENT VALLEY, 99, Q.
A super round from a lovely team. Margaret got the most out of this young dog,
only losing one point on the control round.
Congratulations.
2nd
Trish Harding and RUSHBOTTOM RIVEROTTER, 94, Q. Nice work
from Otter and Trish. Well done.
3rd
Diane Ellis and KENMILLIX
SKY’S THE LIMIT, 92.5, Q. Another nice
round from Diane and Annie, who make a
lovely team. Well done.
4th
Sue Ellis and RUSHBOTTOM
RIGHTO MR BRIGGZ AT RETCOLL,
91, Q. First ever trial and Briggz did a
great job, despite Sue’s nerves (and tears).
Didn’t realise anyone could stop breathing
for so long!! Really well done.
1st

Judge: BILL RICHARDSON
Steward: Sarah
This trial was held near to the home of Gail
Gwesyn-Pryce who had arranged a Moira
Rogerson trials training course in the days
leading up to the event. This clearly benefitted many of the competitors who had
taken part, as the results show. Thanks to
the WKC for inviting me, to Trials Manager, Gail, for her assistance and kind hospitality, to Sarah my steward for the day,
and to the competitors.
We started the day with bright sunny
weather for the sits, retrieves and searches.
All these exercises were completed to a
good standard, a few losing marks on the
sits and retrieves. The majority of searches
were completed in an efficient and timely
manner; unfortunately a few dogs fouled
the square, which cost their handlers valuable points.

Also qualifying CDEx:
Paul Adams and SHERINGHAM GLYNN,
90. Lovely round just a slight hiccup on
the scale costing a higher qualification to17

WESSEX WORKING TRIALS CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

The afternoon control and agility started
with sun, and then showers. The first exercise was the recall, then heel on lead to
the sendaway, and heel off lead returning
to the jumps. The final exercise was the
down stay.
Having reservation about this stake, as
many others, the proof of the pudding was
in the eating. Eight dogs out of ten qualified. The exercises which dogs normally
fail in CD, searches, jumps and downs,
were performed in a very efficient manner.

27 June - 4 July 2010
Aller Farm, Upottery, Devon.
STAKE: WD
Judge: JILL CARRUTHERS
Tracklayers: Melvin and Mary Drewitt,
Monday; Sue Ashby, Ann Clarke and
Tony Lockyer Tuesday and Wednesday.
Search Steward: Jan Darby
C/A steward: Maureen Regan

SPACE COMMANDER, XBreed, D, handled by Dave Warrick (who
was recovering from major heart surgery),
97, Q. Well done, what a team. All the best
for the future.
2nd
STAR AT CONCENN, Welsh
Sheepdog, B, handled by J Fitzpatrick, 92,
Q. Consistency was the secret here. Good
result.
3rd
TRAMELLA TIPSI, GSD, B,
handled by Karen Curren, 89, Q. Struggled with the search on the Saturday training, but pulled it out of the bag for Sunday.
Well done, nice dog, keep it up.
4th
MR MOSS AT GOLDOAK,
WSD, D, handled by Sylvia Cook, 89, Q.
(after run off - retrieve). A mixture of exellent and not so good - get the former and
you will be spot on.
1st

I would like to thank Wessex Working Trial
Club for the invitation to judge WD at their
Championship trial, also Brian Riste as Trials Manager - you certainly have a fantastic
team of helpers at your trial - and thanks
to Barbara for making beautiful evening
meals for us all. Thank you to Jacquie,
Margery and the ladies in the kitchen keeping us very well fed throughout the day
with beautiful goodies! Many thanks to
Lindsey for the fabulous accommodation
for me and the dogs, as ever nothing is a
problem!
Thanks to Mary, Melvin, Pippa, Sue, Ann
and Tony for laying tracks, giving the
competitors a good chance to get around
the track, but unfortunately the conditions
were tough for some dogs. The weather
was very hot and sunny most of the time
- we did have a bit of rain on Tuesday
morning, but then it became extremely humid. Jan is a brilliant search steward and
should by now be a professional; she laid
the searches in her usual efficient way, and
every dog was successful, most recovering 4 articles. Our C/A steward, Maureen,
acted in a calm and reassuring manner, giving each competitor the best opportunity to
“enjoy” working their dogs.

Also qualified:
TOBIAS BLACKBEARD, X-Breed, D,
handled by Andriette Larrson-Clifford, 88.
EDWARDIANA GHOST, ESS, D, handled
by Kerry Wiggans, 83.5.
KELLCASTLE CHOCOLATE SAPPHIRE TO FIREQUEST, BSD, B, handled
by Elimore Vickery, 82.
ZEUS HEAD (NAF) Dobe, D, handler
Fernando Brown, 81.5.
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STAKE: TD

VEKKA LADY, GSD, with
Kevin Hill, 190. A good all round performance; the marks were rather tight at the top.
Congratulations
2nd
BEINHARD YASKO, GSD, with
Andrea Clarke, 189. Copper is very laid
back but gets on with the job in hand and
very successfully on this performance.
Congratulations.
3rd
ROSMARINUS
RAINBEAU,
BC, with Janette Hickson, 189. Roy was
on equal marks with Copper, and the positions were decided on the higher nosework
mark (before I knew who was involved).
I know you were delighted with his work
and qualification Janette - congratulations
to you both.
4th
KAI JUMPING JACK, WSD,
with Ron Davies, 182.5. Kai certainly
landed on his paws when you rescued him,
Ron. Congratulations on a lovely partnership you both enjoy.
1st

Judge: JOHN WEST
Tracklayers: John West, Tom Darby and
Lindsey Poole
Square Stewards: Mary Hansell and Jan
Darby
Control Steward: Lindsey Poole
It was an absolute pleasure to accept this
appointment, offered to me at one of our
Wessex meetings, as I know the set up,
the people who do all the organising, the
ground and all the helpers in the fore and
background, plus it is always a honour to
be recognised by the club you have helped
for a number of years.
The catering this year was at its usual high
standard, with my wife Jacquie at the helm,
with a number of people popping in on
different days, Irene Nichols, Marge Lee,
Mary Fellows and Lynne Cousins - a big
thank you to you all. All those who have
judged at Wessex know that Barbara Riste
caters all the evening meals, and this year
was excellent as usual, but for the Saturday
Buffet, catering for such high numbers was
Excellent - you did me and Wessex proud.
The real skill in trials lays with the tracklayers and square stewards; judging is just
an opinion which we all can do, however to
be able to lay accurate tracks and squares
is where the real skill lies, to this end I
must give the biggest Thank You to Tom
Darby and Lindsey Poole (oh and myself!)
as all the tracks were laid to the inch as I
requested. Mary Hansel was new to laying
squares, but after the first couple I was confident that every one all week was going
to be the same, and laid at the same time
- thank you to Mary and to the experienced
Jan Darby, who stepped in for Mary for one
day.
As the ground at Wessex was its usual
overgrown grass, I thought that most dogs

Also Qualifying WDEx:
5th
LAWINICK SLOW N EASY,
GSD, with Adrian Quick, 179.5
6th
TRI ONE JETRIL, WSD, with
Ian Brown, 174
7th
KALIYON CAOIBHE, BC, with
Miriam Lyons, 173.5
8th
THE GOODWIT, X, with Marie
Dixon, 171
9th
WESTMIDS
WANDERER,
GSD, with John Phillips, 165.5
Qualifying WD:
10th
WAGGERLAND TOCKEE, with
Sheila Williams, 158.5
Thank you to the competitors for entering; we were privileged to see some lovely
working dogs enjoying our special sport.
Even if you weren’t successful at this trial
you still took home the BEST dog.
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would cope with the tracks, so by placing
the first article of a two foot long cane with
only the hand grip showing would be awkward for the handler; to this end Tom Darby and myself had heart attacks when some
young ladies exclaimed “What do I do with
that?” and then tried what we were thinking. The square was the biggest problem;
although Mary made sure that the footprint
that the articles were in was flat, the days
that were very hot and no wind were the
worst. This was the type of day for the
Ticket winner - the only help was that the
10am track it hadn’t quite cooked us all.

Patty Herbert and GLENALPINE
MOO, Border Collie, 214.5. With only one
point in it and the first time in Ticket you
could beat the best.
3rd
Judith
Owens
Poole
and
FIRCROFT DALWINNIE, Border Collie,
214. After run off with fourth. It’s great to
see you back with the top runners.
4th
Tony Lockyer WTCh DOUBLE
TOP AT HARTSHILL, Working Sheep
Dog, 214. With excellent nosework the
champions will always be in the running or
winning.
2nd

Also qualified TDEx:
Tony Lockyer and LAWINICK COME N
GET IT AT HARTSHILL, GSD, 207.5
Gill Lawrence and BEKKIS DULCIMER,
BC, 204.5
Nick Williams and SUNSHINE ANTIC,
BC, 201
Pat Williams and SUNSHINE PIP, Crossbred, 201
Judy Meekings and STYPERSON BRIG
AT WINDLEBROOK, Lab, 200.5
Glenys Page and BRIGLEN JOSS, BC,
197
Anne Thorpe and WTCh GLENALPINE
IZZIE AT DALEMAIN, BC, 196.5
Gary Martin and WTCh TYTRI ROY, BC,
195.5
Barbara Riste and GEMWELL STORM
DRAGON, Gordon Setter, 191.5
Sheila Tannert and STYPERSON CLEO,
Lab, 191.5
Janet Parker and NEDLO TOP OF THE
POPS, BC, 191
Heather Cook and THAMESPOL ISSIE,
GSD, 190.5
Lauren Marlow and JOTUNHEIM KID,
Mallinois, 190.5
Caroline Martin and BINTIBN ARDESSIE, BC, 190.5
Sheila Tannert and STYPERSON EBONY,
Lab, 190.5

Although a standard must be reached on
the control round, I don’t feel that it should
be the making or breaking of a Ticket, but
like all control rounds it also took a couple
of qualifications. Seeing what some of the
dogs did, I’m sure you will all be back with
a different result next time
1st
Susanne Jaffa and ObCh AMBERSLADE BUCKANEER, Australian
Shepherd Dog, 215.5. What can one say
about this team. If you want to be the best
you have to beat the best. Good luck at the
KCC’s.
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Liz Hickman and WOLFHART TOUCH
OF GOLD, GSD, 190
Sue Jones and DURSTONE MELODY,
WSD, 190
Mary Drewitt and LAWINICK RIOJA,
GSD, 189.5
CC Guard and LENWORTH BERTRAM
OF PHILKINDY, Lab, 189.5
J Raymond and CANDLEWIND ROMULUS, BC, 188.5
Garry Haim and WTCh WAGGERLAND
DILEMMA, WSD, 188
Gill Lawrence and BEKKIS BEKWAY
MERRIDOWN, BC, 187.5
Marge Lee and LOKI MISCHIEF MAKER, WSD, 187
Sue Ashby and THE TITAN, BC, 186
Dave Marchant and WTCH WAGGERLAND MURPHY, WSD, 185.5
Irene Nicholls and GUNULT CHA CHA,
Weimaraner, 185.5
Wendy Donalson and SHEPALIAN PILLOW TALK, Australian Shepherd, 182
Barry Gilbert and IATKA FOLLOW THAT
STAR, Std Poodle, 182
Hilary Mercer and STARDELL INDI, BC,
174

There were four articles on the track, the
last one being a dog treat, in case they
needed to boost their energy levels, and
five articles in the square. The dogs ranged
in ages from youthful eight year olds to an
extremely spritely fifteen year old Molly.
They all seemed to enjoy coming out to
work again.
Susanne Jaffa’s WTCh ACCRA
EAZEL BOB, CDEx – PDEx, ASD, well
handled by Tracy Coutts. Congratulations
on winning.
2nd
Judy Meekings, WITHYLINCH
MURR AT WINDLEBROOK, CDEx –
TDEx, Lab. Megan did a lovely track, and
we could hear Judy thinking, “There’s going to be a cross track in a moment.” Well
done.
3rd
Jenny Jefferson, BEKKIS VIRTUOSO, CDEx – TDEx, BC. Slight blip
on the first cross over but recovered well
and found all track and search articles.
4th
Pat Williams, SUNSHINE JED,
CDEx – TDEx, Lab. Best track mark just
ran out of some steam in the square.
1st

STAKE: VETERAN
Judge: JO MAGNESS
Tracklayers: Alan Lee and Adrian Quick
Square Steward: Kevin Hill
Many thanks to Wessex for inviting me
to judge my and their first Veteran Stake.
It was a pleasure and a privilege to judge
these mature dogs. Thanks to everyone
who helps out and makes this trial such a
good one. Special thanks to Kevin, Alan,
Adrian and Mo (Official Photographer) for
doing as I asked and keeping me amused
throughout the day.

Thanks again to all the handlers and their
dogs for allowing me to watch you work.
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SURREY DTS
CHAMIONSHIP TRIAL

NUS RAINMAIDEN OF PEPPERBOX,
BC, B. Another very nice performance
which was followed the next day by qualifying CDEx. Well done! Total 92.
3rd
Christine Clements with MOUNT
LOCHAN CHANORY LAD, BC, D.
Christine bred this dog, which was returned
to her ‘with some problems’ by his original
owners. A combination of love and patient
training has culminated in this brilliant result. Total 91
4th
Christine Clements with MOUNT
LOCHAN QUEEVA DIVA, BC, B. Just
to round off the day nicely, Christine also
qualified her second dog. Well done. Total
86.5

8 - 10 July 2010
Holmbury St Mary
STAKE: INTRODUCTORY
Judge: BERT MAYNARD
Steward: Dorothy Bowen
Many thanks to Surrey DTS for the opportunity to judge the new Introductory Stake.
Thank you to Trials Manager, Christine
Brooks, and all the various helpers who
worked so hard to ensure the success of
the Trial. I am especially grateful to Dorothy who not only stewarded the round and
laid the squares just as I wanted but also
worked throughout the day in temperatures
which hovered around the 30-degree mark!
Seven teams competed out of eight entries,
and from these, four qualified. In general
I thought the dogs were well prepared for
the exercises and most handlers took advantage of the dispensation to give extra
commands (and encouragement!), and they
were duly rewarded by their dogs working
happily and accurately.
The search squares were carried out particularly well, with five dogs bringing out
three articles, most of who, I’m sure, would
have carried on and located the fourth article too! The articles were a dolly peg, a 2
inch square of green canvas, a jam jar lid
and a piece of green scourer. Most dogs
coped well with the reduced size jumps and
only one dog failed the stays.

Overall the standard was higher than I had
anticipated and all competitors should have
returned home feeling pleased by what they
had achieved. Congratulations not only to
the qualifiers, but to all whose dogs did so
well under such hot conditions - most owners would not have ventured outside to take
their dogs for a walk, let alone compete in
Working Trials!!

STAKE: CD
Judge: KAREN WARNER
Steward: Mary Prentice
Thank you to Surrey for the invitation
to judge and to Chris Brooks for managing it all. Thanks to Elizabeth de Unger
for her hospitality (and supplying me with
alcohol) on Friday night, all those in the
kitchen who make sure everyone is well
looked after, the escorts and of course, the
competitors.
A special thank you goes to ‘Scary Mary’,
who was fantastic at putting the nervous
competitors at ease and was great company

Joan Snowden with GLENALPINE JES, BC, B. A super performance
from this team, with the run off exercise, a
retrieve, securing First Place. Congratulations. Total 92.
2nd
Becky Collier with ROSMARI1st
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for the two days. Despite the blistering
heat, all dogs worked to a very high standard, with the jumps and stays taking their
usual toll.

Thank you Surrey DTS for the invitation to judge. This stake was originally to
have been judged by Sally Bergh-Roose; it
doesn’t seem possible that our paths will
no longer cross around the trials circuit.
We miss you, Sally.
Thank you to all those who helped; my excellent tracklayers were Tess Shoolbred,
Bert Maynard, Mark Lewindon, Maggie
Richardson, and Joyce Tibbetts. My Steward (and bearer) throughout was Sandra
Lewindon, thank you so much for all your
hard work and for being great company.
Thank you to the catering team: Dave,
Wendy, Sandra, Joyce, Stella, Jenny, Margaret, and Beryl, and of course to Christine
for the organisational work.
The weather was HOT- officially a heatwave- the cause of the later morning
tracks being less successful, and probably
the cause of some dogs being too pooped
to manage the scale in the afternoons. But
despite the intense heat we saw some really
nice work, lack of a ‘wait’ on the S/A, and
the scale being the main reasons for a fail.
To those who qualified in these conditions:
I take my sunhat off to you!

Sue Hough and STARDELL
ALYA, BC, 98, Qual CDEx. A professional team, with an excellent all round
performance. Well done, Sue.
2nd
Angela Sanders and MR MICKY
MARVEL TO SZIKRAS, WSD, 97.5,
Qual CDEx. The marks say it all. Micky
worked well and was a pleasure to watch.
3rd
Carole Brooke and TADMARTON DARK REMY, Lab, 93.5, Qual
CDEx. Beautiful to watch. Unlucky with
the long jump this time.
4th
Sue Russell and GLENALPINE
DANNY, BC, 93, Qual CDEx. After working so well on Friday, Danny was bitten by
an adder. It was good to hear that he was
OK.
5th
Becky Collier and ROSMARINUS RAINMAIDEN OF PEPPERBOX,
BC, 81, Qual CDEx. I was so pleased that
this team qualified. Despite the nerves,
Becky handles Breeze well.
6th
Steven Osborne and VONGRAF
NEBO, Mal, 77, Qual CD. First time out
and a very respectable round. Just a tip for
you, Steve, when the judge asks for your
number, it means your catalogue number
not your phone number.
1st

After a retrieve run-off for 1st and 2nd:
Mary Prentice with MOUNTLOCHAN LAIRD O’LEYS, CDEx – WDEx,
188.5. Congratulations, we saw the usual
smart work from Kiltie, and professional
handling from Mary. Good luck in Ticket.
2nd
Elizabeth De Unger with STYPERSON ROYCE, CDEx – WDEx, 188.5.
Another lovely happy dog, Sohrab worked
a dream, well done Liz, and good luck in
Ticket.
3rd
Wendy Beasley with STARDELL
LUNAR, CDEx – UDEx, 182.5. Good
work from this young bitch - the last square
article would have made all the difference.
Well done.
4th
Ron Davies with KAI JUMPING
1st

Good luck to you all in your future trials.

STAKE: WD
Judge: LAUREN MARLOW
Tracklayers: Tess Shoolbred, Bert Maynard, Mark Lewindon, Maggie Richardson, and Joyce Tibbetts
Steward: Sandra Lewindon
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JACK, CDEx – UDEx, 182.5. An excellent result for a rescue dog that was saved
by Ron, with a very nice control round.

seeing all of these teams again.
Zuzana Kerdova with LISKA
KERNA, Labrador, 79.5, NQ. Lovely
team work especially in the Heel work
section. Unfortunately the jumps let you
down. A great effort and well done.
2nd
Mr Neil Green-Morris and
STORMHAUS ARISTA, Rottweiler, 75.5,
NQ. A very bouncy, happy dog, desperate
to please. She certainly enjoyed the search
square but unfortunately only got 1 article.
A lovely round, well done.
3rd
Mr Mark Brand with KIMMAX
WHAT A KLIMMAX, GWP, 72, NQ.
Novice dog and handler who performed
very well. Lovely team work and a Qualification is well within your reach. Well
done.
4th
Mr John Tait with UMBERTO
PINFOLD BOB, WSD, 67.5, NQ. Lovely
team work. Novice dog who worked very
well but unfortunately the jumps let you
down. A great effort and well done.
1st

Also Qualifying:
Paul Beasley with STARDELL SPICA,
178
Val Upton with GLENALPINE RAFFERTY, 176
Adrian Quick with LAWINICK SLOW N
EASY, 175

* * * * * *
NECWTS
OPEN TRIAL
9 – 11th July 2010
Alnwick
STAKE: CD
Judge: ALISON POLLARD
Steward: Sharon Dunn

Thank you to all of the competitors who
worked so well, were a pleasure to judge
and who accepted my decisions. Many
thanks for making my first judging appointment a very pleasurable experience.

Many thanks to NECWTS for their kind invitation for my first judging appointment,
to judge CD.
Many thanks to Jacquie Hall, Trials Manager and to all of the team who worked
so hard in the kitchen to keep everyone
fed and watered throughout the week-end.
Everyone was so friendly and welcoming
it was a pleasure to be among them. Well
done.
A huge “Thank you” to Sharon, my steward, who worked so hard, kept me right and
was great company.
There were six dogs and handlers who
worked and unfortunately there were no
qualifiers, but I have no doubt we will be

STAKE: WD
Judge: DAVE STEWART
Tracklayers: Ann Bedford, Lorraine
Wilson, Lol Campbell, Julz Findeisen
Stewards: Avril and Sharon
Many thanks to NECWTS for the invitation to judge WD. Jacquie Hall, Trials
Manager, runs a smashing trial and one that
is very friendly and relaxed. Many thanks
also to Jacquie and Keith for their kindness
and hospitality in putting me up for a cou24

ple of days at their lovely home.
The ladies at the base were brilliant - Cathy,
Carolyn, Maureen, Adele, Cheryl and Deb,
not forgetting John. It is amazing what
smiles do and it is infectious. Thanks for
all that lovely food. So much for the diet!!
I was blessed with getting 2 fabulous stewards, Avril my square steward and Sharon
my control steward. Both did exactly what
I wanted and were great, great company,
even if they were both bossy. Found myself saying yes dear, no dear .....sounds familiar.
My tracklayers were four of the best. I had
Ann Bedford and Lorraine Wilson on the
Friday and Lol Campbell and Julz Findeison on the Saturday. Tracking was on grass
which looked stunning and I thought it was
Christmas again. Unfortunately things
didn’t work out quite as well. Out of 15
competitors only 2 managed to complete
the track. Several others managed 5 or 6
legs, but quite a few struggled to get past
the 1st leg. Shows how much I know about
what is a good field!!! Thanks to all the
tracklayers for their hard work.
The weather on the Friday was sunny and
hot and Saturday was hot, then rain, then
sunny and hot again.
The track articles were a 4 inch piece of
thin blue rope and a 4 inch by 1 inch piece
of carpet to finish. The square articles were
a 2 inch piece of hosepipe, 1 and a half
inch square of underlay, 3 inch by half inch
piece of webbing and a 1 inch by half inch
wooden biscuit.
Well done to those who qualified, and the
best of luck in future trials to those who
didn’t quite just make it on the day.

a full point sendaway. Congratulations on
a well deserved win.
2nd
Mr M Millington and GLENALPINE PERDI, BC, Q, 173.5. Very good
all round performance. Relieved Perdi got
one article on the track after doing a superb
track. A bit of tidying to do in the control
but very well done to you both.
3rd
Mrs J Sayer and TAZ OF HOLLOWGATE, WSD, NQ, 131.5. Great
shame about the track. One of those days
but delighted to say you stuck to your
task and produced a near faultless control
round. Taz is certainly capable of qualifying. Good luck in future trials
4th
Sarah McDowell and PERFECT
ZAC, WSD, NQ, 129.5. One of the better track attempts. I’m sure Zac will have
better days. A lovely honest dog who will
give his best every time.
STAKE: UD
Judge: BETTY ORRIN
Tracklayers: Penny Pritchard (both
days), Heather Patrick (Saturday), and
Lol Campbell (Sunday)
Steward: Pat Nelson
Many thanks to NECWTS for the invitation to judge UD, and to Jacquie Hall, and
her club members, who made this trial
such a success. The food and drink was
wonderful, and the members coped with
our changing needs with humour and efficiency.
Thanks also to tracklayers Penny Pritchard
(both days), Heather Patrick (Saturday),
and Lol Campbell (Sunday), who were
great company, and who put down tracks
just as I wanted them, but then had the unhappy task of going back out to get the articles back, as only two dogs got one article
and none got the end article. The first arti-

Rosemary Smyth and BEELAHOLT KEZZY BEAST, WSD, Q, 184.5.
What a little star. Worked his socks off
round the track and very well handled by
Rosemary. The control was excellent with
1st
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cle was red underlay put face up 4”x3”, last
article 6” piece of yellow hosepipe. The
land was grass with a hay crop taken off
but fair growth back, although obviously
very dry.
The tracklayers never complained, but
were as devastated as I was, that the dogs
just could not get round. Thanks also to Pat
Nelson, who put up with me when I was
hot, sticky and covered in flies on Saturday,
and wind blown on Sunday!! Great company Pat, and such an excellent steward for
search squares and control and agility, you
are a star.

luck.
3rd
Fred Welham with his WSD, SELDOMSEEN DONNA OF WELLAVILLE
(“Donna”), NQ, 104.5. Well, I thought
you were going to do it, as she set away so
well, losing nothing until she got lost!! So
close, she has to get UD soon, she can do
it so easily can’t she? Great to see you and
Margaret, really good luck at the next one.
4th
Glenys Page with her BC, LITTLETHORN MORGAN (“Morgan”),
NQ, 103. Glenys, you also nearly made it
through the wind (gales??) losing very little until you got lost. A young dog with a
great future, good luck and enjoy him.

Squares were done very well. And perhaps unusually, control and agility was
very good, and I can honestly say, that
when lady luck finds where they are, everyone who competed could get UD easily.
Thanks to the competitors who bore their
disappointment with good grace, and humour, and were pleased with what their
dogs achieved. Well done to you all, and
very good luck in the future.

* * * * * *
ASPADS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
27 July -1 Aug 2010
Ravenscar, Scarborough

1st
Helen Watson, with her Dobermann, DIEGO’S DE LA CRUZ (“Darcy”),
COM, 166. So pleased for Helen, who patiently allowed Darcy to work out the track,
and handled him with such support, and
knowledge of her dog, a real team. I was
thrilled to see a Dobe win, very well done
to you both, and good luck for the next trials!
2nd
Chris Young with her WSD,
LLYNELLEN MEADOW SAGE (“Jac”),
NQ, 155. So sorry that you qualified in all
sections but didn’t manage to get enough
points overall. Having patiently worked
out the track, you so deserved to qualify!
Hope this gives you confidence, because if
he can do so well when others struggled,
he should get UD very soon! Another dog
well handled, very well done and good

TRIALS MANAGERS REPORT
This year the trial was a week earlier than
usual and this made a big difference to
the amount and type of land available. A
40 acre field we have often used for C/A,
which enabled us to park cars off the narrow lane, was full of sheep. Other fields
still needed their second cut and there was
the possibility that the ones that had been
cut could be muck spread if it had rained
sufficiently. As it happened the land, we
used for WD and UD was really nice, short
grass which produced excellent results.
This meant a bit of a drive but I don’t think
the competitors minded that at all. This
also left the land closest to the base for TD
but the dogs seemed to find this harder to
work.
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Liz and Pat provided great refreshments all
week and fed the helpers as well; thanks
to them and everyone who helped in the
kitchen and by donating cakes etc.
The event unfortunately had some sad moments, with Mick Cammidge having to
have his TD dog put to sleep and Arthur
Jeal and Sue Redshaw both losing their old
dogs at the weekend. Very special thanks
to Arthur for continuing to tracklay in UD
on Saturday when Spot was at the vets and
to Jean for the very professional way she
held herself together and judged the TD
C/A after hearing the news that he had died
in the night. We are also glad that Jacqui
Gibney’s accident with the caravan on the
way to the trial only resulted in bent metal.
Thanks to Paul Adams for stepping in and
tracklaying for us.
I have a couple of small moans. All week
we had people saying that they thought a
competitor had scratched and yet the person turned up to work as expected - so we
don’t scratch competitors on somebody
else’s say so. TD started on the Sunday with stays and we waited and double
checked with base and the judge to try and
find out whether 4 qualifying dogs that had
not arrived were on their way. After a lot of
checking we started without them. It’s not
fair to the judge or other competitors if you
can’t be bothered to let the Trials Manager
know you want to scratch.
Having got that off my chest, the trial ran
very well, the weather was good all week,
not too hot with just a couple of showers,
so that no one day was appreciably better
than another. Thanks to the hard work of
all the helpers we didn’t lose a single track
or competitor all week.
A big thank you to Linda for all her hard
work in preparing for the trial and running
the base, especially when our desktop computer refused to start a week before the trial
and she had to retype the database to pro-

duce the reports etc.
BARRY GILBERT
STAKE: WD
Judge: LINDA NEWBOLD
Stewards: Pat Hodgkins and Pat Parkinson
Tracklayers: Barry Gilbert, Eric Carpenter, Paul Adams, Suzanne Plumb
Thank you to ASPADS for the judging
appointment and to Barry for running the
trial, and to the farmers for providing us
with some lovely tracking land. If I had
realised the conditions would be so good I
would have entered myself! Thank you to
Linda and her team of helpers for running
the base and making sure the competitors
were where they should be on time and
for sorting out all the scores. Thank you,
Mary, for doing all the certificates.
Thank you to my tracklayers for doing such
a good job that 27 out of 28 teams qualified
the nosework, especially Paul Adams who
was supposed to be on holiday and ended
up tracklaying - not sure if he jumped in to
help or was pushed! Thanks, Paul. Thanks
to Pat and Pat for doing a wonderful job of
stewarding, for their lovely company and
for helping everything run smoothly.
Thank you to everyone who entered, allowing me to watch their dogs work. Congratulations to everyone who qualified and
commiserations to those who didn’t………
it was just bad luck on the day as they were
all very capable. I was very impressed with
the dogs in the down stays on the Wednesday when the heavens opened and it poured
down for the full 10 minutes, and not one
of them moved.
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Wendy Beasley and STARDELL
LUNAR, 196, Q. A lovely team to watch
with some very impressive work. Full
point square and control round. Track
86/20, sq 35, Control 35, Agility 20. Congratulations.
2nd
Tracey Sinfield and TRACY’S
LITTLE JEZABEL, 191.5, Q. Another
nice track and square followed by a tidy
control round. Second attempt on the long
jump costing marks today. 87.5/20, 34,
32.5, 17.5. Very well done.
3rd
Laura Bardwell and POLLIGINA
JACKSON MCBRIDE, 188.5, Q. Another
lovely track and square; I think Ted enjoys
the track more than Laura, who doesn’t get
a chance to take a breather! 86.5/20, 31,
31, 20. Well done.
4th
Marie Dixon and THE GODWIT,
185.5, Q. A super track, but a missed article in the square proved costly. 88.5/20,
25.5, 31.5, 20. Well done.

Arthur Jeal and HARWOOD FARM BOY,
160

1st

STAKE: TD
Judge: JEAN HOWELLS
Tracklayers: Tom Darby, Mark Lewindon and Val Upton
Stewards: Jan Darby and Pat Hodgkins
My thanks to ASPADS for the invitation to
judge. I had a really enjoyable week with
great company. Thanks to Barry for all his
help and for running a good trial, and to
Linda for all her hard work before and during the trial. Thanks to Liz, Hilary, Pat and
all who helped in the kitchen for keeping
us well fed and watered.
Thanks to the farmers for allowing us to
use their land, for without their help and
co-operation there wouldn’t be any trials.
My thanks to my tracklayers, Tom, Mark
and Val for their hard work and for doing
a great job, and to my stewards, Jan and
Pat, for all their hard work and good company; also thanks to you both for stewarding the C/A on Sunday, you did a grand job.
Thanks also to the stay stewards.
Tracking was on grass. The weather was
good with only a little rain, so the ground
was fairly dry most of the time. The dogs
had to work hard on the track and there
were some really good tracks which were a
pleasure to watch. Articles were the main
problem with only two competitors ending
up on 3 and 4. At least 2 more would have
been on 3 and 4 if the competitors hadn’t
lost the article! At the end of the nosework
I had 26 Qualifiers.
Control started with the stays, followed by
heelwork, sendaway, and jumps, and ended
with the speak. I had a some good control
rounds, although for some reason the outrun on the sendaway, which was straight
down the middle of the field to a small bale

Also qualifying WDEx:
Fran Atkin and BLEDRI OF STEPASIDE,
184.5
Richard Musgrave and XANDOA SAM,
182
Maeve Weselby and STYPERSON GILLIE, 180
Lorna Cottier and ADDRESS TO A HAGGIS, 179.5
Val Upton and GLENALPINE RAFFERTY, 179
Lisa Coull and CALLISAE SCARCITY,
177
Jill Carruthers and VOMKYNA DARCA,
176
Ann Fotherby and JACKOVALL IS IT
ANY WONDER, 176
Jenny Holt and BEELAHOLT ZIGGY
ZAG, 174.5
Tom Mills and MADAM MEG, 174.5
Denis Nelson and SELDOMSEEN HOBBSON’S CHOICE, 170.5
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175.5
Judy Meekings and STYPERSON BRIG
AT WINDLEBROOK, Lab, D, 172.5

of straw, seemed to cause a few problems.
22 teams worked the control and I ended
up with 9 TDEx and 2 TDs Well done to
all the Qualifiers.

Thanks to everyone for entering under me
and I wish you every success for the future.

Pat Herbert and GLENALPINE
MOO, BC, B, 205. Many Congratulations, Pat, on winning the Ticket with
young Moo. A lovely track and search with
3 and 4 articles. A dicey few moments during the control round but you managed to
hold it together. Full mark agility. Very
well done and Good Luck for the KCC’s.
2nd
Wendy Beasley and WTCh GLENALPINE PHOEBE OF STARDELL, BC,
B, 202.5, winning the Reserve Ticket. A
good track with 3 articles. Unfortunately
leaving an article in the square was costly.
A very nice control round and full mark
agility. Well done.
3rd
Pat Williams and SUNSHINE
PIP, Cross, B, 197.5. A good track but losing a track article was very costly! 4 out of
the square and a good control round. Full
mark agility. Well done
4th
Suzanne Plumb and WTCh COLLIEWOOD CAVALLERO, WSD, D, 197.
Another good track but also lost a track article! 4 out of the square and nice control
round. Full mark agility. Well done.
1st

* * * * * *
MIDLANDS BORDER COLLIE CLUB
OPEN TRIAL
6 - 8 August 2010
Old Dalby Village Hall, Old Dalby, Melton
Mowbray
STAKE: UD
Judge: CHRISTINE STEWART
Tracklayers: Linda Newbold, Sheila
Tannert, Andy and Wendy Magyar
Square Stewards; Mr and Mrs Earp
C/A Stewards; Linda Newbold and
Wendy Magyar.
Thanks to Midlands Border Collie Club for
the invitation to judge the UD stake at their
Open Trial on 6 - 8 August 2010.
My thanks go to Barry James for running
the trial, to Mr and Mrs Earp who stewarded the search squares, to Linda for
tracklaying and control steward on Friday
and Saturday, to Sheila for tracklaying on
Friday and Saturday, to Wendy and Andy
for tracklaying on Sunday and Wendy for
stewarding on Sunday. Also to Sue James
for keeping us all fed and watered and doing a grand job as base steward.
Tracking was on grass and most dogs had
little trouble with this, articles on track and
square being the cause of lost marks.
There were 19 entries of which 9 qualified.

Also Qualifying TDEx:
Pat Parkinson and WTCh CARISHILL
HYACINTH, G/Ret, B, 192
Nelson Smith and LITTLE CROW, Malinois, B, 189
Sheila Tannert and STYPERSON CLEO,
Lab, B, 188
Kath Woolley and ANDSAL EYE CATCHER AT DUNSA, GSP, D, 182
Mary Edgar and KIPCROFT LEX, BC, B,
181.5
Qualifying TD:
Sue Ashby and THE TITAN, WSD, D,
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Judge: BARBARA RISTE
Square Steward: Lindsey Poole,
C/A Steward: Gill Lawrence.

1st
Andrea Clarke working Mrs L
Sailsbury’s ISCWT, YOGI, Q, 190.5. Yogi’s attitude to work was a joy to see. Such
a happy, willing dog who should soon
move up through the stakes. Well Done,
Yogi.
2nd
Steph McBride with her eyecatching Lab/Ret, GUNNER, Q, 189.
Lovely tracking and C/A. Well Done.
3rd
Fred Welham with DONNA, BC,
Q, 186. Donna is a very independent minded dog, but Fred’s persistence has paid off,
only losing 3 marks on N/W. Good luck
for the future.
4th
Tony Orchard with BONNIE,
Lab, Q, 184. First dog to work on day
1. Only 3 out of the square was costly,
but Bonnie did a lovely track and control.
Beautifully handled.
Also qualifying:
Anne Thorpe with MOLLY, 181
Jackie Nicholas with JOSH, 178
Jacky Lloyd with ROLLO, 176.5
Jim Sewell with THAI, 175.5
Chris Young with JAC, 165
Best track was John Wykes and KYLE
(full marks)

Thank you to the Welsh Kennel Club for
the invitation to judge the Introductory
Stake. As always this was a friendly well
run trial managed by Lindsey Poole with
Brian at base.
With Lindsey as my square steward and
Gill as the C/A steward I could not have
wished for better, thank you very much for
being such good company. The weather
on the Saturday was dry and sunny which
made things more enjoyable.
J. Davis’s ANNACOURT ANJA,
GSD, 97, Q. A good all round performance; well done.
2nd
M. Amey’s WILBERT WONDER, Golden Retriever, 96, Q. Another
good all round performance; well done.
3rd
J. Le Mesurier’s AFON ANDY
PANDY, Hungarian Wire Haired Vizsla,
90, Q. Worked well throughout; well done.
4th
R. Turner’s KHAMYSKER
CLARE DELUNE, GSD, 84.5, Q. Again,
worked well throughout; well done.
1st

To all the competitors, thank you for entering; congratulations to those who qualified
and to those who missed out, keep
trying, there were some very near misses
today.

STAKE: TD
Judge: JANE WEBB
Steward: Gill Lawrence
Track Layers: Annie Thorpe, Ann
Clarke
Search Steward: Marnie Wells

* * * * * *
THE WELSH KENNEL CLUB
OPEN TRIAL

Thanks to The Welsh Kennel Club for the
invitation to judge at this wonderful trial. I
had such a great time and that was due to
being with such a lovely bunch of people
all mucking in and enjoying our wonderful
sport. Thank you so much to Lindsey for
all the organising, planning and heartache

12th-16th August 2010
Laleston, Bridgend.
STAKE: INTRODUCTORY
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that goes along with the job of trials manager, made that much harder as you live so
far away - no mean feat! The B&B was
second to none and the meals out were superb, I especially enjoyed Saturday night!!
Thank you. Barbara Riste was in the kitchen and Brian running the base. They both
pandered to my every whim, I even got a
chocolate sandwich sent to me!! Thanks
for a great job and lovely company as always.
I was privileged to have a really experienced team working with me which made
my job of judging much easier, I could just
get on with it. Jill and I started our control herding the cows out of the field!! We
did have a little help from Lindsey and the
farmers wife! Our main objective then was
to locate the jumps in the cleanest possible area; that done, Gill stewarded expertly
and the round really flowed. Thank you for
your part in that and for being great company, Gill.
My tracklayers Annie and Ann just got on
with the job as you would expect, allowing
me to just get on with the judging. Fabulous the pair of you, great expertise and
great company, thank you. Lastly Marnie,
my search steward, room mate, training
tipster and brilliant companion for the four
days, thank you so much!
I set a straight forward test and the tracking
conditions were superb (lush grass) so it
was disappointing to have only two qualifiers. However all the competitors were
great and took away something positive
from their performance.

I’m thrilled for you, Linda, you’ve broken
your duck. Great all round performance,
well done.
3rd
Laura Bardwell with POLLGINA
JACKSON MCBRIDE, Lab, D, 188.5,
NQ. So unlucky with the square otherwise
a lovely round.
4th
Di Cottrill with SANDYS OAK,
Lab, D, 186.5, NQ. So near but at least
you’ve already got them; nosework was
fab.

* * * * * *
THE HAMPSHIRE WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
16 – 21 August 2010
The Travellers Rest, Newtown, Wickham,
Hampshire
STAKE: CD
Judge: CAROLINE MARTIN
Steward: Jodie Phillips
Stay Stewards: Jodie Phillips, Rose
Chase
Thank you very much to The Hampshire
Working Trials Society for inviting me to
judge the CD Stake at their Championship
trial. Although I was only judging the CD
stake on the Friday and Saturday, Gary and
I spent the whole week on site with lovely
people and we all got on with our various jobs and had a good laugh and a great
time. Thanks to Jean for all your hard work
before and during the trial and to all who
helped me in the kitchen, especially June
and Mary and everyone who helped dog sit
Arrow and Burford!
My thanks to Jodie for stewarding the con-

Paula Jaques with EMM OF EMLEY, BC, B, 189, Q. Fantastic track only
losing 0.5 and all three articles. Work needed on the control between exercises. Very
well done!
2nd
Linda Reynolds with AMBERSLADE NIGHT HAWK, ASD, 186.5, Q.
1st
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trol and laying the squares on both days.
I really appreciated having Jodie helping
me as she is an excellent steward and great
company. Also thanks to Rose for stewarding the stays on Saturday.
There were 22 competitors entered but
only 12 competed. The 2 huge fields we
used for CD were lovely lush grass and
weather conditions were fairly good on Friday but a bit wet and windy on Saturday.
We heard the TD competitors on Saturday
a couple of fields away but I must say the
dogs coped with the noisy speaks and redirects very well! I set the round to give
the handlers every opportunity to show me
how well they had trained their dogs and I
was impressed with the standard of all of
the dogs. Even those that didn’t qualify
demonstrated that they were ready to compete in a Championship CD stake and were
either unlucky with the jumps or nerves got
the better of the handler.
The test started with the retrieve which was
followed by the 2 minute sit stay which we
did whilst the search square was being laid.
All dogs did the sit stay. The search articles were a 5” piece of bamboo cane, a 3”
piece of garden hose and a wooden cricket
bails. We then moved over to the control
field where order of play was Recall, Heel
on Lead, Sendaway, Heel Free, Clear jump,
Long jump, Scale jump and ended with the
10 minute out of sight down stay. 7 out of
10 dogs did the down stay. The sendaway
was 75 yards downhill to 2 small white
crossed poles at the base of a tree. Every
dog reached the send out point without fail
although a couple did take a slight detour
first.

beautifully and scored full marks. A really
well deserved win.
2nd
Mrs Carole Brooke with TADMARTON DARK REMY, Labrador Retriever, Q, 92. Remy’s control round was
very good indeed and he also scored full
marks for the jumps. A little bit playful
with the articles but I’m sure he’ll share
them more readily with you next time Carole.
3rd
Mr Jim Sewell with STARDELL
TYL, Border Collie, Q, 91.5. Thai did
a fast and thorough search square and
worked very smartly scoring very well in
all exercises. The clear and long jumps
were perfect and the blip returning over the
scale may have been due to the conditions
and steady rain we had to work through.
4th
Mrs Amanda Fenton with AUROQUELLE, Golden Retriever, Q, 91.5.
This team’s heelwork was outstanding. I
loved the way Auroquelle gave her undivided attention to her owner. Although the
sendaway was fairly wide of the mark, the
redirect on to the sendout point was pretty
impressive.
A couple of special mentions.
Richard Adams with CAESAROMAGO
KEDAR, Mali. It took Blade (and Richard)
a little while to settle down but when they
did they demonstrated that it’s all there and
the control marks said it all. They made it
look easy.
Mary Braybrook with GAMEHEART
ABERAHAMA, Cocker Spaniel. Rags
worked his little socks off and got all 3 articles out of the square in 1.03 minutes. I
was sorry he didn’t qualify on the jumps
but I really enjoyed watching him work.

1st
Mrs Fiona Britton with OWISLEY TIKOUKA, Weimeraner, Q, 94.
Matai was focused, accurate and did everything with style. I’m so thrilled your hard
work on the jumps has paid off. He jumped

Well done to all of the competitors. I hope
you enjoyed my test and look forward to
seeing you all at future trials.
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SCOTTISH WORKING TRIALS
SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

Jennifer Deans and GATE HASP,
Cocker Sp, Q CDEx. Another excellent
performance from a fairly inexperienced
handler who worked hard for this team’s
qualification. All marks lost in Group 1
were in heelwork only. A slight hiccup on
the long jump.
3rd
Alison Robertson and FORGUECROFT DASH N DAMMIT, GSD, Q
CDEx, 82.5. Good effort all round. This
dog seemed a bit inexperienced but very
energetic and will improve, I am sure.
Squeezed through on Group 2.
4th
Maureen Aitchison and LUCKY
JACK, Cocker Sp, Q CD, 79. Appeared to
be a bit unsure what is required in square
and needs a bit more energy at jumps.
Also qualifying CD:
Sue Ashton and MOSS OF PRIMSIDE,
BC, 78
Maureen Valks and INKA AT BENAIRE,
WSD, 77
(cont. next month)
2nd

26 - 29 August 2010
Lauder, Berwickshire
STAKE: CD
Judge: BOB RUSSELL
Stewards: Mary Edgar and Caroline
Wright
My thanks to the Society for the invitation
to judge at this trial, to all the base staff, to
Jackie and her team for the catering, to my
two stewards for their time and company
and to David McPhilips as Trials Manager. We had an unfortunate start to the CD
when, despite all our preparations and run
through on the Friday so we could get a
quick start on Saturday, come the morning
we lost the allocated ground as it was full
of cattle. This meant having to find land
elsewhere, move jumps etc. to another location, so we were somewhat delayed in
commencing the Stake. However this is
Trialling.
The overall standard was good with dogs
of all types and sizes. All bar one were
successful in the square and got through
Group 3. However the jumps and stays
took their usual toll and we ended up with
three qualifying CDEx and three CD’s. My
final thanks to all the competitors and dogs
for their patience and for those that were
disappointed, best wishes for the next time.

BRYAN’S LEATHER
DOG WEAR
Hand Made Leads
Collars, Harnesses etc

www.bryansleatherdogwear.yolasite.com

TEL: (01670) 519162

Barbara Bell and PENNBROOK
FLY, Lab, Q CDEx, 94.5. An excellent all
round performance and would have had a
full point Group 1 had the sendaway been
a bit nearer the marker. A slight hiccup at
the long jump.
1st

Mob: 07939167493
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TRIAL REPORTS OUTSTANDING
2010
FEBRUARY:
WKC, Champ:			
NE Counties, Open:		

PD – Charlie Taylor
CD & C/A – Jacquie Hall, UD – Brian Ogle

MARCH:
Lincoln, Champ:		
UD - Moira Rogerson, WD – Bill Richardson
SATS, Champ:			
WD – Lee Payne
Essex2000, Open:		
C/A – Barry Harvey, PD – Paul Morling
Iceni, Open:			
CD & C/A – John Wykes
Hucknall, Open:			
UD - Rob Currie, TD – Rod Roberts
Hampshire, Open:		
TD – Chris Brooks
West Herts, Open:		
C/A – Vana Moody, TD nosework – Ron Jaques
APRIL:
Yorks West Bretton, Open:
				
MAY:
Midland Counties, Open:		
SWTS, Lauder, Champ:		
JULY:
NE Counties, Open		
Surrey, Champ			
ASPADS, Scarborough, Ch
AUGUST:
Midland Border Collie Club, Open
WKC, Open			
Hants, Ch			
BAGSD, Oxspring, Open		
				
SEPTEMBER:
NECWTS, Ch			
Yorkshire, Rufforth, Open
				
				
SATS, Open			
ASPADS, Monk Fryston, Open
				
Poole, Ch			
				

CD – Karon Tiffany, WD nosework – Joan Snowden,
PD - Malc Snowden
PD – Paul Morling
WD – Bill Richardson
PD – Rod Roberts
PD – Stan Ford
CD – Fran Mitchell, UD – Lorraine Wilson
CD and Intro – Margaret Robinson
CD and UD – Linda Newbold
UD and WD – Lindsey Poole
CD – Karon Tiffany, UD – Caroline Martin,
WD – Gary Martin
CD – Liz Roberts
CD and C/A – Julz Findeisen, 				
UD nosework – Richard Musgrave,
WD nosework – Phil Jackson
Intro – Stan Ford, UD – Lynne Watkins, WD – Mick Tustain
CD – Cath Chadwick, UD – Damian Chadwick,
TD – Liz Roberts
Intro – Chris Brooks, UD – Val Upton, WD – Ruth Cahill,
TD – John Wykes
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STARDELL BORDER COLLIES
Moel Sian at Stardell – Fast, Enthusiastic Sheepdog
Has Been Mated To
Stardell Musca CDex, UDex,WDex, TD Open
Pups due 16th November
Both eye tested and ISDS and KC registered
From Working Trial, Obedience and Sheepdog Champion lines.
For more information/ pictures
Contact Paul or Wendy Beasley 01508 482378

LEAMINGTON DOG TRAINING CLUB
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
On: 20th – 23rd January 2011
at: The Ex-Serviceman’s Club, Pailton, Warwickshire, CV23 0QB
Judges:
		
		
		
		

TD Nosework		
WD Nosework		
UD Nosework		
CD		
C&A		

		
Entry Fees:
				

Jill Carruthers
Mark Lewindon
Sandra Lewindon
John Simpson
Vana Moody

TD, WD & UD £17.00, CD £11.00
Members:£1.00 reduction

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY: MONDAY 20TH DECEMBER 2010
Schedules from / entries with fees to:
Mrs Kate Wykes, 17 Malt Mill Close, Kilsby, Rugby, Warwickshire, CV23 8XN
Tel: 01788 823717
(please enclose an SAE)
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EAST ANGLIA WTS
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
January 19th-23rd 2011
Waterlow Farm Kennels, Kings Lynn
(40mins from A1 Peterborough)
Judges:
		
		
		

PD
UD
CD
Introductory

Moira Rogerson
Janette Sayer
David Self
David Self

Entry Fees Tracking Stakes £17members £16
CD & Intro £13 members £12

ENTRIES TO BE RECIEVED BY TUESDAY 6TH JANUARY
Entries with fees and s a e to Sandra Dearing Waterlow Farm Kennels
Waterlow Road, Terrington St Clement, Kings Lynn, PE34 4PS
Tel: 01553 828243 or 827322
SPONSORED BY NEWBURY LODGE KENNELS AND DOG TRAINING CENTRE

NORTH EAST COUNTIES WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
At: Ellington Welfare Social Centre, Ellington, Morpeth, Northumberland.
NE61 5HB
Friday 11th - Sunday 13th February, 2011
Judges
		
		
		

Tracking Dog Nosework
Working Dog Nosework
Utility Dog Nosework
CD Stake & All Cl & A

Jacquie Hall
Richard Musgrave
Alison Pollard
Lol Campbell

Trials Manager: Betty Orrin Tel: 07801 763116
ENTRY FEES: Tracking Stakes £17; CD Stake £13 (Paid-up members £2 reduction)
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY WEDNESDAY 12TH JANUARY 2011
ENTRY FORMS, FEE AND S.A.E. TO:
Ann Bedford, Stables Cottage, Gledswood, Melrose. TD6 9DN Tel: 07815 872048
(Any KC approved entry form will be accepted)
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AVON WORKING TRIALS TRAINING SOCIETY
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
21st to 23rd January 2011
Westwood Farm Keevil Wilts
Judge: 			

UD 		

			
Entry fees
					

Allyson Tohme

non members
members

£17
£16

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 20TH DECEMBER 2010
Schedules from / entries to [incl fees and SAE ]
Trials sec Felicity Veazey, Dolomiti, Lower Kingsdown Rd, Kingsdown
Corsham, Wilts SN13 8BD
or download from workingtrials.co.uk

THE WELSH KENNEL CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
2nd to 6th February 2011
(Prior days may be used if needed)
At: Laleston, Bridgend
Judges:
		
		
		

TD stake
UD stake
CD stake
Intro stake

-

Margaret Robinson
Marney Wells
Dean Woodcock (Sunday only)
Marney Wells (Saturday only)

Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes - £18, CD & Intro - £12.
(£5 reduction for paid-up members of WKC)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY WEDNESDAY 29TH DECEMBER 2010
Schedules from / Entries with fees (made payable to The Welsh Kennel Club)
To: Ms Lindsey Poole, Woodlands Cottage, Isle Abbotts, TA3 6RT
(Please enclose a S.A.E.)
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MIDLANDS BORDER COLLIE CLUB
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
24th – 30th January 2011
Scalford Hall, Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire LE14 4UB
Judges
		
		

TD Stake
WD Stake
CD Stake

Sheila Tannert
Dave Bell
Anne Thorpe

Entry Fees: TD & WD £20 CD £16
(£2 reduction for members)
Trials Manager: Barrie James Tel. 01664 444310
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY 22nd DECEMBER 2010
Entries/Schedules to/from Trials Secretary:
Mrs Sue James, 7 Nursery Lane, Holwell, Melton Mowbray, Leics. LE14 4UF
(please enclose S.A.E.)

YORKSHIRE WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL
on 24 Feb - 27 Feb 2011
At Sharlston Colliery Welfare Club, Wakefield, (Please note change of venue from Schedule)
(WD/UD/CD all work in one day)
Judges 		
		
		

PD
WD
UD
CD

Graham Reaney
Malc Snowden
Nigel Hines
Gary Martin

Entry fees - PD £20; WD/UD £18; CD £14. (Members may deduct £1 from each entry).

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY WEDNESDAY 19th JANUARY 2011.
Schedules from/ entries with fees to Eric Carpenter, 34 Lowfield Road, Hemsworth, Pontefract,
West Yorkshire WF9 4JN (please enclose an SAE).
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ASPADS

WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY

CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
At: OXFORD, Ending on Sunday 13th FEBRUARY 2011
TD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake

Judges

John West
Liz de Unger
Penny Bann

All UD and CD work in one day. TD Control on Sunday 13th Feb
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 29TH DECEMBER 2010
Entries with entry fee (Please Enclose SAE) to:
Judy Meekings, 189 Guildford Road, Lightwater, Surrey, GU!8 5RB
Tel: 01276 475225
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
At: Dundee, Ending on Sunday 20th FEBRUARY 2011
TD
WD / UD
CD

Judges (to be confirmed)
Margaret Robinson
Jim McKay
Jackie Suckling
All work in one day.

ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 19TH JANUARY 2011
Entries with entry fee (Please Enclose SAE) to:
Joyce Rae, 5 South Street, Monifieth, Dundee, DD5 4PJ
Tel: 01382 530461

Entry Fees for 2010/11 Trials: Tracking Stakes, £20.00 – CD, £15.00 - Veteran, £5.00
Fully paid up members may deduct £2 per entry
For Schedules and/or Membership Information (S.A.E. please)
Contact: Hon Sec: Judy Meekings, 189 Guildford Road, Lightwater, GU18 5RB.
Tel: 01276 475225 Mob: 07795 086843 Email: judymeekings@yahoo.co.uk
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